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Movie night gift baskets christmas

Simply send everyone you like some warm wishes with this box of good wishes perfect for those cold days. Along with Walkers shortbread, peppermint candy, hot cocoa, and more, these festive favorites are sure to tempt someone to indulge. Holiday treats pair with two festive martini blends, rimming sugar, a stainless steel cocktail shaker, and a bar towel to create this festive cocktail gift basket. The
decorative stainless steel tub will adhere to all those excellent goodes and can be used again and again as decoration. This fun gift basket is full of natural soaps, cleaners and more excellent goodes from Burt's Bees. The bright basket provides a wonderful holiday gift, because you treat someone you love with a mini home spa. Bath and body revitalizing A pretty wooden crate shows a delicious sampling of
gourmet snacks, including dried fruit, various cheeses, three flavors of salami and more. Any taste buds are sure to be satisfied. Meat and Cheese Wooden Gift Crate Overflowing with decadent surprises, this gift box is full of pure bliss. With anything you could ever think of, covered in a wonderful cascade of chocolate, this chocolate box will surely delight any chocolate. Full of classic Ghirardelli favorites,
this handmade gift basket sures impress any chocolate lover. Assorted Ghirardelli squares a pair with 10-oz.jar fudge sauces and so many other delicious chocolate bars. Grand Ghirardelli Chocolate Gift Basket Caramel meets cheese in this collection of signatures from Popcorn Garrett. The tasty combination comes in an elegant tin perfect for keeping this popcorn fresh as ever. 6.5 Gallon Garrett
Signature Platinum – Garret Mix Held in a beautiful ptven basket, this gift basket is complete with artfullyranged snacks. These irresistible goodies include gourmet popcorn, mixes of channels, fume cookies and much more! This unique gift box is the epitome of holiday joy! A happy mailbox is filled with all the goodness of the pepperm... ...that anyone can want. Vintage Letterbox Peppermint Gift Three rich
Californian wines pair with complementary chocolate, cheese, and crackers to create this spiritual gift basket. With great variety and wonderful presentation this gift basket is sure to make the crowd so delight. With the ability to personalize, this gift basket makes celebrating the holidays easier than ever! Bundled with classic Godiva favorites, this basket is ready for all chocolate lovers. Chocolate Celebration
Gift Basket This wonderful hand-made staple basket comes loaded with wonderful goodnesses. The offer of gooderies include some favorites from Fannie May, Godiva, Ghirardelli, and much more! Deluxe Balsam Gift Basket Five signature Starbucks blends gourmet coffee pairs with delicious biscuit and biscotti. This gift basket has everything coffee lovers might need. Starbucks Traditions Gift Basket
Packed on Cutting Board for gifts with a cheeseboard is truly one-of-a-kind. V V the set comes with a cheese knife, salami, mustard, water crackers, smoked almonds, cheese wheel, and so much more! Cheeseboard Complete Ultimate Gift Set This scrumptious sampler basket gives anyone with a special diet the opportunity to indulge. Being gluten-free has never tasted so good! Gluten Free Sampler
Basket Gift Baskets make great gifts around the holidays, regardless of whether you are buying at the last minute, have friends or family who live far or simply don't know what to get a co-worker or someone else on your list.1-800 FlowersFTDGiftBasket.comL'OccitaneTe you will find much more than floral arrangements here, especially during the holidays. Choose from a dark chocolate basket, sparkling
wine, spa and more. A great selection of flowers, gift baskets, gifts for the state and multiProducts supports the 100% smilessshop 1-800 Flowers guarantee now On your list will be like a selection of gourmet baskets available from the popular online gift delivery service FTD. Shop baskets with cheese and salami, baskets with chocolate, Starbucks good morning baskets and more. A unique selection of gift
baskets Satisfying a guaranteed Shop FTD.com nowspecializes in all things gift baskets, this online company offers more options than you can turn your head around. You have to find the perfect gift for everyone on the list, no matter how obscured their interests. New customers get up to 10% discountBuild-your-own-basket option availableShop GiftBasket.com nowFrench luxury skincare and fragrance
brand L'Occitane enjoys a global reputation for fine quality products, ethical production and luxurious packaging. Choose from gift boxes selected for a particular use — such as dry skin — or a particular fragrance, such as sandalwood. Free shipping on orders of $49 or moreLoous source ingredients from the French region of ProvenceShop at L'Occitane now TheHave beauty fanatic on your hands, but not
sure which brands they like? Give them a subscription to Birchbox's sample beauty boxes, which contain exciting new products that even the most well-known beauty junkie will love. Choose between 1-, 6- and 12-month subscriptionBox personalization availableShop Birchbox nowW says guys don't appreciate gift boxes? If you have a guy on the list who wants to take care of his skin but doesn't want to
shop for personal care products, a subscription to Birchbox Man could just be a ticket. Choose between 1-, 6- and 12-month subscriptionBox personalization availableShop Birchbox Man nowA unique and handmade gift baskets, give Etsy a view. You'll also find everything you need for your own DIY gift basket - or you can just look at some festive inspiration. Unique selection of handmade itemsSector etsy
now Has this content been useful to you? Fists, get the things you need for the basket. Container: I used plastic popcorn containers I found at Target for $1. Cardboard can also be found in packages for much cheaper. Popcorn: If your friends don't like popcorn. Soda: If you have a Mormon or friends of healthy nuts, try bottles of juice or something. Candy: Health-nuts can have toasted almonds, sunflower
sema etc. It is recommended to fit in the container. Movie rental pass: I got mine in Blockbuster for about $5. Giving is what makes Christmas such a heartbreaking season. We spend so much time and care choosing the perfect gift for those on our list. What about the packaging? What the package looks like on the outside sets the tone for the gift inside, and the wonderfully wrapped package exemplifies
the love and care that went into the selection of gifts. With just a few simple touches, you can wrap your special gifts with style. After all, what could be more fun than a gift wrapped from the heart? In this article, we will show you how to make a variety of homemade Christmas gift packages, including: Composing a Christmas gift basket All gift wraps in the world can't help a gift that's under-par. The art of
comming many small gifts for a gift basket takes planning and finesse. On this page we will always learn how to assemble the perfect gift basket. Making Christmas gift bags Gift bags are the perfect way to present a collection of small, carefully selected gifts to someone. While many gift bags are also available in the grocery store, the handmade bag will really personalise your gift. On this page we will
show you hot to make a Yuletide gift bag and sponge gift bag. Making Christmas gift boxes gift boxes may not be a traditional Christmas craft, but when you see these festive creations, they will become part of your annual traditions. Most importantly, these handmade Christmas gift boxes are easy and fun to do. In this section you will learn how to make Holiday Treat Boxes, Santa's boxes to help small
assistants and Goodies by the Gallon box. Making Christmas gift labels Gift labels are the perfect means of the non-unique, mass-made, cards available in stores. Although they don't last long, a home gift label can make a lasting impression. On this page we tell you everything you need to know to make your own gift tags and show you some examples like the Good News Gift Wrap Angel. Making
Christmas gift wrappers While gift bags and gift boxes grow in popularity, most people still prefer traditional wrapping paper. As with all other handmade crafts, home wrapping paper has a personal and thoughtful touch that you can't buy in the store. In this section, we will show you how to make several types of beautiful wrapping paper at home. Content Before we move into the many decorative bags and
boxes you can make for your Christmas gift basket, we need to take a moment to decide what to put in your basket. While there are plenty of pre-prepared gift baskets that you can buy in stores, they won't have this personalized touch, which will really for you and the recipient of the gift. Here are some of the few gifts to keep in mind:Wine is always a good gift -- look for a bottle with a special holiday label
or taste. Turn the wine into a nice bag for a glamorous presentation that will definitely delight. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Candles are always a festive gift, especially around the holidays. Candles are festive gifts. Spiff up pillar candles by tying a nice ribbon around them. Votives look beautifully combined in triplets and matched with nice votive holders. The tapers can be tied together and
presented with a box of matches wrapped. Gift cards are wonderful treasures that we hesitate to buy for ourselves. Buy a box with more and turn them individually when you need a quick gift. Combine them with a holiday hand towel for an extra careful gift. Who doesn't like to get a box of their favorite candies? A small box of luxurious chocolate works as well as a larger one with a less attractive
arrangement. Picture frames with a photo of you and the host or the thank you note you've put into your selection. Holiday music CDs are always appreciated, such as bathing salts and oils in a remassive smell. What a great way to relax after a party! The bases are a wonderful gift. Choose those that match your recipient's decor or have a holiday theme. Now that you have your presents ready, we'll show
you some great Christmas wrappers that you can put into that you can make yourself. We'll start with the gift bag in the next section. Advertisement ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Here is the finishedYuletide Gift Bag. Looking for a special way to wrap this Thanksgiving gift? Check out some of these handmade gift bags of ideas. Who can help without being flattered that you've spent so much time
and effort? Recipients don't need to know how fun and easy these projects are to create! Yuletide Gift BagPlace homemade mustard or other special goody in this fun-to-make felt bag. Here are the materials, you'll need: 1 yard blue felt Ruler Scissors White embroidered tip embroidery needle 24 inches white satin strap, wide 3/8 inch Stiffened adhesive-backed white felt Extra jumbo snowflake craft punch
To construct a Yuletide Gift Bag: From blue felt, measure and cut a 41/2-inch square base and four 41/2x12-inch side panels. Matching the square base on the 41/2-inch edge of the side panel and starting 1/2 inch from the edges, the cover-sharpeners cuts along with the white embroidered floss. Continue adding side panels until all are attached to the base. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.The Edi
case together is a stymied side bag for theft. Starting at the base, the edija-stitch sides together, match the shead additions of the side panels to each other. Finish sewing 11/2 inches from above. Stick the top of the side plates down by 11/2 inches. With scissors and repetitive for each side, cut four 3/4-inch sskaps along the toggle centered to the side and about 1 inch apart. ©2006 Publications
International, Ltd.Snip four slits on each side of the bag. Cut the border at the top edge of the bag. white tape through the slides around the bag. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Thread white ribbon through the slides you have created. It strikes snowflakes from the adhesive back of the white sense with the help of a jumbo craft punch. Position and stick snowflakes in place at the front of the bag.
©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Here is the finished Sponged Gift Bag.Sponged Gift BagsUse a few sponges and some gleaming paints to turn your plain brown wrapper into a wonderful art. Your crafts will appreciate as much as a gift inside! Here's what you'll need: 3 pieces of household mushrooms, 1x11/2 inch each Paper Sheets Metal image: royal ruby, crystal green, famous gold Brown paper
bag u željenoj greatness Puncher 1 yard strip, 3/8 inch wide 6 tinkering, 12mm after scissors For the construction of the sponge gift bags: Moisten parts of the sponge; excess water. Put a small amount of royal rubie paint on a paper plate. The sponge is watered in colour and the excess is blown off on a clean part of the paper plate. Open the bag. Place your hand and hand in the bag and on all sides a
slightly sponge rubie's paint, use your hand in the bag to give the support as needed. Repeat with green and then golden color. Allow the bag to dry. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Dab off excess paint and lightly sponge bag. Holes for holes about 1 dwarf or so apart around the bag. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Pierce holes around the mouth of the bag. Strip weaving through holes,
screwing the bell bell on each section of the tape that will remain outside the bag. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Weaving tape through holes and chime on each exposed section. Insert the gift into the bag and carefully pull the ends of the tape to collect the top of the bag. Tethered to the bow and thread of bells at each end of the strap, which is covered with knots. In the next part, we'll look at an
alternative gift bag -- a gift box. Ad Container of domestic love and joy. Use these containers as gift pots, or provide delicious goody for a special friend. Holiday Treat BoxesDimensional colors add just the right touch to dress in take-out boxes. Here's what you'll need: ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Here are examples of completed Holiday Treat boxes. Plastic extract boxes: 1 small red, 1 small green,
1 large opaque white Pliers 4 mini silver brads Dimensional color for paper: shiny silver sterling, opaque towel white, clear, sweet, pumpkin Cardboard residue: green, Silver, anthrax Pencil Scissors 2 foam prefabricated circles 2 migave eyes, 18mm 18mm 18mm jewelry slather Chenille green scurry, 6mm 2 large red pom-poms Ljepila rifle, glue sticks y 5mm ac Rilic rhinestones 7/8x24-inch length ribbon:
metallic silver, sheer white Double-sided tape 1/16-inch round hole punch 36-inch length metallic silver cord This construct Holiday Treat Boxes: Use pliers to remove wire handles from red and green boxes. Insert the mini chin through each hole handle and secure the brads. shape stars on the side of red boxes using silver Colors. With wicker white color, create snow and snowflakes on the green box as
shown. Let it dry. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Use pliers to remove the wire levers from each field. Draw a zigzak line with a clear dimensional colour on the green and silver cardboard residues. Let it dry. Draw your mouth on an opaque white box with the colour of the sweetener. Follow the carrot nose on the orange cardboard with a sample from the template, but don't cut it out. See pattern for
drawing lines using pumpkin color. Download the template here. Let it dry. Cut out the carrot's nose. Place the foam circles on the back of the nose and place your nose on the front of the white box above the mouth. Stick your eyes over your nose with jewelry glue. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Place the foam circles for assembly on the back of the carrot neckline. The center green pillar of chenille
at the front top of the wire handle large boxes; corner once at each top corner to secure yourself. The place of the steb ends next to the wire handle, inserting the ends through the handle holes on the sides of the box. The detour ends on the inside of the box to protect itself. If necessary, adjust the thigh to hide the wire. Paste red pom a little under each hole handle with a glue gun to create an ear. ©2006
Publications International, Ltd.Glue red pom just above each hole to form ears. Use jewelry glue to attach rhinos to the center of some snowflakes on a green box, and place the rhinos randomly around the red box. Let it dry. Turn the silver ribbon around the red box; at the bottom. Create a double arc loop with the rest of the tape. Hold the ends in place with double-sided tape or glue. Stick to the top of the
red box. Turn the green box with only white tape and tie the bow. For the markings, cut out the Christmas tree and the silver cardboard circle prepared in step 2. Cut a larger green tree from the green card made in step 2. It hits a 1/16-hole hole at the top of each mark. Attach labels to boxes with silver cable lengths. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Use the remaining silver card for the gift mark.
Buckets of cheering: Goodies by the Gallon ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Here's an example of completed Goodies by the Gallon.To is a very simple box that is basically window-dressing on a simple can. Here are the materials you'll need: Gallon can strap a custom 2 sheet patterned paper (main paper) Craft scissors Double-sided tape 1 sheet red double-sided paper pattern 12-inch paper trimer
Pencil 1 yard sheer deep red strap, 1/8 inch wide 2 yards only olive green strip, 1/4 inch wide Word charm Circle canines: 5/8 inch, 1/4 inchTo construt goodies by the Gallon box: Cut 12x51/2-inch and 85/8x51/2-inch pieces from the main paper. Strip a smaller piece to the bottom can be back, centering the paper between the handles. Tape a larger piece around the front. Cut 12x27/8-inch and 85/8x51/2-
inch pieces out of red paper. Strip smaller pieces on top can be back-above the first piece placed. From a larger piece where the handles will hit the paper and cut the circles. Tape a larger piece around the front. Cut the circle from the red paper to fit Top. Cut out 2 strips of main paper. Pieces of tape on the lid. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Using red paper cutting tape for the top can. Cut a 21/4x5-
inch rectangle from the main paper. Cut a 21/2x6-inch rectangle from red paper. Cut corners from the short side to create a tag. Cut 17/8x5/8-inch and 21/2x11/4-inch rectangles from double-sided papers. 21/2-inch length of the red ribbon. Take off all parts with a label together. Tape charm to tag. From red paper, it hits 5/8-intrical circles. Circle the strap to the top center of the markings and strike a 1/4-
inches circle in a 5/8-inches circle through all layers. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Tape all parts tag together and attach charm. Over the bucket, you run the length of the red strip around the seam between the top and bottom paper. Strap the length of the green strap around the top paper so that 21/2-inch flow strips. Cut 2 strips of tape to attach the mark so you can handle it. Turn the remaining
green strip around the handle, slipping through the swiping ends to ensure. Santa's Little Helpers ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.To is how Santa's little helper boxes will look. Trolls don't just help Santa prepare presents, they're one of the gifts this year! Cover a brand new container of walnuts or use a recycled walnut container as a gift dish. Fill the dish with some delicious goodees for your special
elf! Here's what you'll need: Ruler Recycled walnut or small coffee can Paper Cutter Paper: red or green Glue: paper glue, fabric tape Knitted fabric: red or green scissors: craft, micro-tip White felt Pencil Batting Rubber band or set 1 yard each: white satin tape, 1/8 inch wide; Gold Trim Cardstock: baby pink, pink, peach or tan, hair color (your choice) Black label fine spikes Colored pencils: pink, white
Optional: red ribbon, gold cable, big chime Chime To build Santa's Little Helpers boxes: Measure height (between upper and lower lips) and lemon diameter. Use a paper cutter to cut green paper of this size. Glue paper on easily with paper glue. Staple knitted fabric at a 10-centimeter lid diameter plus 1/2 inches. Measure and cut out a white feel of 2 inches diameter lid plus 1/2 inch. At the edge of the
white clob, mark and cut out 1-inch zigzag peaks. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Cut zigzag pattern into a white feel. Use a fabric strap to put the 10-inch side of the knitted fabric together to create a tube. Pull out the end of the fabric over the lid, and secure the fabric for the rim cover with a strip of fabric. Things that are born through the top to shape the hat. Collect and tie the top of the hat with
rubber band or drawstring. Pull yourself together with a white ribbon. Using a strip of fabric, the bottom of the white filca belt over the knit fabric on the hem cover, and fit the golden fringe at the bottom of the white felta. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Stuff bunting through the top of red to design a hat. Follow the patterns from the template to the card. Download the template here. Cut them out with
scissors with a micronutrient. Position and posture of pieces facing the face with paper glue. Mark your eyes and smile a smile black marker and inner ear lines with pink pencil. Make a point in each eye with a white pencil. Fit your face (do not stick your ears) before easily. Gently bend your ears further away from the container. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Cut patterns in phase to shape faces. No
gift is complete without a proper gift mark to communicate to the recipient where the gift came from. On the next page you will learn to make some festive, handmade gift tags. Ad Beautiful gift mark changes gift. Handmade tags are unique, cheap and easy to make. And they are a fun way to add personal touch to your gift. Use the templates below to get started: Make a color photocopy of the elegant fabric
and cut into small rectangles for labels. Pierce the hole in the corner and add a nice ribbon to finish. Copy photos to paper with labels and cut, and you can write To and From at the bottom of the photo. Buy small round Christmas balls, and write the recipient's name on the ball with a metal pen. Secure the present with tape. We tie two pence with a green ribbon. Before attaching to the top of the present,
secure a small green card in the middle. Print the tags on heavy paper in fancy font, then cut them out with decorative cut-out scissors. Recycling a wonderful gift wrap by cutting into larger-than-usual gift tags. If the paper is too thin to use on your own, paste it on to the front of the cardboard, or cut around the motifs and paste them into greeting cards. Install a gift card on top of the box using photo corners.
They don't just look elegant, they make a card that's a happy point of the present. Now you are ready for handmade crafts. Baker accent gifts tagsClasanje's own copper accents is fun and easy, and what a great addition your gifts will be. You can also use them as ornaments! This is what you will need to start: ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Here are some completed copper accented Tags. Kitchen
lining for investigating 7x7-inch piece medium copper sheet Paper towels Craft foam sheet Fine and medium ball tip metal rod Scissors Wood rod or craft rod Metal baking machine Manufactures heat gun Cardstock: medium blue, Light floating, light green, light green Unique corrugated paper: a sleeped umber Craft glue Lom canine: 3/16 intricas, 1/16 intricas Scrapbooking chalk: black, tamno green,
tamno floats Light green textured paper Gold fine top marker Leler 10 silver mini beards Arranged alphabetical tiles, beads and charms Recoil old buttons 18-austere black jewelry wire Round-nose jewelry tongs Emaciated stripsConstruct copper accented gift Tag: Use the kitchen pad to overwet how to avoid the obeyed sides of the copper leaf; surfaces of alienation to age and remove the coating. Delete.
Place the copper facing on the craft foam. Leave enough space to Later, you track the pattern of the desired Christmas form -- star, tree, gingerbread, etc... Go back over tracked lines using the middle tip of the metal stylus, stylus, line deeper into copper. Leaving a narrow metal border around all edges, cutting out shapes. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Go back over tracked lines with medium
printed stylus. Emboss lines and shapes on copper. Use wood and metal stripes for different effects and line thicknesses. Turn the copper pieces over, and flow the tip of the wood stylus along the side of the embossed lines to define lines and smooth copper. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Embos copper with wood and metal styluses. Place the copper shapes on a baking tray, and heat with an
embossing gun to shape a more antique look. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Use an embossing gun to make copper a more antique look. Cut the marks out of the colour cardboard and corrugated paper. Border 1/8 inch from the edges of medium blue and dark green markings, and glue to the middle of light blue and light green markings. It hits a 3/16-hole hole in the top of each mark. Color edges
of each label by matching the colored box (use black for the burnt umber mark). Tear up a piece of light green cardboard to place behind a tree; the piece should be about 2x2 inches. Edges of dust from torn cardboard with dark green chalk. Tear 2 pieces of green textured paper; 1 piece will be for the star and the second piece for the gingerbread boy. Use a gold highlighter to make lines to shov around
the edges of a dark green mark. Place the texture of the paper, gingerbread and star on the blue mark. Place the textured paper and asterisk on the green mark. Place the green cardboard and the tree on the corrugated mark. Holes 1/16-an-hole through all layers and insert beards. Open the chin wings on the back of the markings to hold the parts together. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Place
copper on the gift card. Glue on letters and buttons. Use jewellery to bend the noose at the ends of the 5-inch length of black wire. Form the wire, then attach to the gingerbread mark and copper stars with brads. Glue button on top of black wire. Create a ski lift for any use of decorative ribbons or black jewelry wires. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Here are somecompleted Good News Giftwrap
Angels.Good News Giftwrap AngelNo household should be without an angel this holiday season. With pieces of wrap and curling tape paper, you can easily coordinate with gifts. Here are the materials you'll need: Giftwrap: 12x30 inches master design, 8x30 inches coordinating design Scissors Pencil Ruler Old Newspaper Container Curling tape GlueConstructs good news Gift wrap Angel: From main
design, cut 12x6-inch piece (body) and 7x5-inch piece (hands). Cut a 6x6-inch square for a head from a coordinated design. Crush about 3/4 of the newspaper pages into the ball. Walk the cut-outs into the water, then place the wrong side on the towel. Dry excess water. The paper must be moist and plush, not dismol. Fold the body in half, short sides together, and cut 2-inch cuts into a folding center. Fold
the angles at the incisions towards the middle of the paper as shown. ©2006 Publications Ltd. Folding angles of paper against incisions in the centre. Roll your hands in the tube lengthwise. Put the body half above your hands. Bend your arms on your shoulders, collect your belt and tie with tape. Folding bottom edge skirt inside. Cut a small X in the middle of the shoulders; Set aside. Turn your head around
the newspaper and turn the bottom to protect yourself. To make a headband, cut the ribbon to fit around the angel's head. Cutting and curls short hair cuts, and glue on each side of the head strap. Glue on the head. Insert the head through the X and glue in place. Cut out 2 wing shapes from giftwrap; glue in place. Holly and Ivy'Tis season for holly and ivy. This package topper is Christmas at best! Here's
what you'll need: a 7x7x7-inch copper moire gift box; Medium-weight wrapping paper, cut into a 30x16-inch double-sided strip of 11/2-inch teal wire silk tape, moire; satin strap or strap, 21/3-yard i 2/3-yard lengths 13/4-inco plastic foam floral arrangement All-purpose craft glue Silk variegated ivy sprigs or fresh in Ivy Sprigs Artificial red bobs i borcone boughs or individually holly boughs and small pineconesA
building Holly i Ivy tag: Zane frame using paper to invade i two-sided strips. Turn the package upside down. Place the length of the strap 21/3 yard with the same length of extension under the box. Combine the ends in the center and cross them, pull them tightly in the opposite direction. Bring the ends towards the top of the package and keep them securely in place. Turn the package up to the right. Center
the floral arrangement at the top of the package and protect using craft glue. Let it dry. Tie the ends to a bow to arrange a floral arrangement. The black tape ends. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Center floral arrangement on top of the package and secure with glue. If desired, press the ends of the ivy, red berries and pine trees into a plastic foam arrangement. Tie the remaining 2/3 m strip into a
loose single knot above the first node. Rituals end at will. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Attach the remaining tape around the first knot. For those of you who love a more traditional Christmas wrapping, we have a lot of crafts for you. On the next page, you'll learn how to make Christmas gift wrappers. The gift ad, which is beautifully wrapped, can turn the simplest gift into a great gift. The following
handmade gift wrappers require little skill or time, and their techniques can be adapted to use as a jumping point to create customized models. Your gifts will be the most beautiful under the tree! ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. The silver and gold Rich look of this hand-painted wrapping paper is easy to achieve. Such understated elegance must affect under the tree! Here are the materials you'll
need: 90-kilogram water-colored cream, cut into a 23x121/2-inch silver and gold acrylic sheet For single-bladed foils of containers 2 brushes, 11/4 inches wide 6x6x41/2-inch gift box Double-sided strip 2 yards 11/2-inch wide wire edge silver nylon strip cut into two 1-yard lengths 2 yards 11/2-inch wide wire-edged gold nylon strap cut into two 1-yard length Green Floral Wire 1 gold, or silver blueberry
ornament For silver i Gold Wrapping construction: Flap radnu surface with cardboard. Put the paper, right side up, on the cardboard. Place a small amount of silver paint in a single-duty foil container. Thin with water to the mixture is the consistency of heavy cream. Repeat with gold paint. The brush is so coloured. Starting in the top corner of the paper, paint the silver daubs every two centimeters using
quick brushes. Fill the gold with silver moves. Repeat the lines and alternately change the initial color until the paper is covered. Let it dry. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Replacement two-horned silver and gold sections on the entire surface of the paper. Turn the paper up the wrong side, turn the box with a double-sided tape, and then turn the field right up. Lightly cover one silver and one gold strip,
which are placed under a box with the same lengths that stretch. Combine the ends in the center and tie it into a knot. Pass the end of the remaining gold strip under the first knot. Combine the ends and tie the bow over the first knot. Repeat using the remaining silver strip. Place a small piece of flower wire around the blueberry. Attach it to a knot in the center of the arches. ©2006 Publications International,
Ltd.Tie silver and gold bow around the package for echo wrapping paper. Snowflake wrapping paper A gentle sample of snowflakes will create a blizzard of compliments! When you cut out snowflakes, you can make a lot of different versions -- think of all the possibilities. Here's what you'll need to start: 12 to 15 squares of paper, about 41/2 square inches each scissors Iron White wrapping paper Plastic
snowflakes (optional) Blue spray paints for washing snowflake wrapping paper: Start with a square of paper. Switch the bottom edge of the square to the top edge to make a rectangle. Switch this rectangle in half so that you have a square. Fold this square from corner to angle to create a triangle. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Repeatedly folding a square of paper until you have a compact triangle.
Single gear at the bottom folding down with multiple downpours to touch the bottom edge. Cut off the paper that hangs at the end. Now you're ready to cut designs in paper. Some models can be cut on a single-toggle page, but it doesn't cut completely or the snowflakes will fall apart. Experiment with cutting out diamonds, circles and strange shapes from multiple sides. The unfolding of the paper. Cut 12 to
15 snowflakes. Iron them so they can lie down. Iron sheets of white paper. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd. Experiment with various cuts for the production of differently shaped snowflakes. In a well-ventilated area, arrange on white paper so that they overlap slightly. If you plastic snowflakes, use them to weigh paper. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Arrange snowflakes on wrapping paper so that
they overlap slightly. Shake the lemon in colour before gently spraying on the paper, using gentle movement back and forth. You can hold high off the paper, and spray from directly above to avoid moving the snowflakes. Allow to dry for a few minutes so that the paint is not massaged when removing snowflakes. Snowflakes can be reused. ©2006 Publications International, Ltd.Lightly spray over the
surface of the wrapping paper. Arranged in VelvetNeto says elegance like velvet. Such a beautiful gift will definitely stand out under the tree! Here are the materials you'll need: 1-yard 60-inch wide midnight blue velvet, Cut into a 31x31-inch piece and a 15x15-inch piece of 10x10x9-inch rigid gift box with a top i bottom All-purpose craft glue Scissor One 3- to 4-inch plastic foam flower arrangement 41/2 yards
of 2-inch-wide gold wire-edged nylon ribbon, Cut into 2-yard i two 11/4-yard length Assorted dusty roses i blue silk flowers 2 bunches of artificial blue and dusty rose woes To construct dotjerani u velvety coats: Place a 31x31-an-an-in-a piece of somota on your surface, nap the side on the up. Dry the line of glue around the inward edge of the bottom of the box. The middle of the bottom on top of the velvet.



Turn the bottom with handily adhesive to secure the velvet on the inside of the box. Obsess the extra fabric as necessary when ing out folding. Let it dry. Repeat with a 15x15-inch piece of velvet and the top of the box. Let it dry. ©2006 Publicatioins International, Ltd.Lightly glue the bottom of the velvet and attach the lid of the box. Put the box right up. Paste the floral arranger on the upper left corner of the
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